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Abstract. Searching the web with learning intent, known as Searching as Learn-
ing (SaL), consists on learners to use Web search engines as a technology to
drive their learning process. However, it may be difficult to users to find out
relevant information online due to an inability to accurately specify their in-
formation need, a situation known as Anomalous State of Knowledge (ASK).
To minimize the ASK situation, the continuous flow of data gathering and in-
teraction between user and the search results could be used by search engines
to tailor learning-intent search experience. It requires Web search engines to
identify such intent and they may use linked data, Knowledge Bases and Graph
Databases in order to recognize the meaning of query terms and keywords and
use them to predict learning intent. In order to explore the possibility of seman-
tic data structures to represent knowledge that could aid a learning-driven Web
search engine to recognize learning intention from user’s queries, the present
paper compared the performance of two different types of data structures based
on entity-centric indexing to identify properties and semantic relationships. One
was a knowledge base that used a entity-centric mapping of Wikipedia cate-
gories and the other was the KBpedia Knowledge Graph. The entity ranking
and linking of both were analyzed and we discovered that the knowledge graph
could identify about three times more properties and relationships.

1. Introduction
Web search engine’s use could increase in scope from information retrieval tools and tech-
niques to learning technology. For this reason, it appears as an important focus of atten-
tion to those who study the nature of knowledge, justification, and the rationality of belief
(epistemologists) and those who seek to understand and engineer the Web (scholars, scien-
tists, computer developers, AI practitioners, etc.) [Smart and Shadbolt 2018]. Searching
the web with learning intent falls into exploratory search category type. Those searches
are motivated by complex information problems and accompanied by misunderstandings
about terminology and information structure [White and Roth 2009]. A common feature
in an exploratory search scenario is that users usually do not have enough previous infor-
mation to help them define a structured query [White and Roth 2009] [Marchionini 1995]
[Vakkari 2001], a situation know as ASK1 [Belkin et al. 1982]. Learning from search

1ASK, Anomalous State of Knowledge.



tasks, a research area known as Searching as Learning, involves user behaviors not often
mapped in Information Retrieval research, such as the abilities of evaluating the use-
fulness of information critically, differentiating resources, monitoring results, tracking
information, prioritizing actions and applying sense-making [Rieh et al. 2016].

The user behavior prompted by ASK indicates a strong influence of significant
learning theory [Ausubel et al. 1978] concerning the learning process involved. Signif-
icant learning theory considers a person’s existing cognitive structure, such as organi-
zation, stability, and clarity of knowledge about a specific subject, as being the main
stimulus factor for learning and retention of new concepts. The reasons why this study
perceives it as a strong influence concerns the user’s lack of enough information to struc-
ture a proper query, particularly at the beginning of a search session. Lack of information
is in itself a major challenge to any search, but users’ own searching skills and previous
knowledge about the subject searched can play a significant role in narrowing this gap
and facilitate a continuous flow of data gathering that can lead to learning. In this sense,
users’ behavior and the tasks they choose to perform are of great importance to achieve
a successful outcome, that is why user’s previous search experiences and background
are pivotal to understand search intentions and information acquisition patterns. Under
these circumstances, exploratory searches can be considered a Knowledge-Intensive Pro-
cess (KiP) [Tibau et al. 2018] and when applied to Search as Learning context, could
be seen within the perspectives of either “searching to learn” and “learning to search”
[Rieh et al. 2016] [Vakkari 2016].

As more and more linked data are being integrated and semantics-based search
grows, understand and explore the concept, structure and methods to create semantic re-
lationships between concepts indexed by Web search engines is crucial to provide intent
recognition capability to them that could be applied to recognize learning intent drawn
from user’s behavior. In this sense, the paper intends to explore the possibility of seman-
tic data structures to represent knowledge that could aid a learning-driven Web search
engine to recognize learning intention from user’s queries. It was compared the perfor-
mance of two different types of data structures based on entity-centric indexing to identify
properties and semantic relationships: an entity-centric knowledge base, modeled with the
Wikipedia category graph and KBpedia Knowledge Graph, which combined six different
knowledge bases into an integrated graph database. The focus of the comparison was the
former American President Barack Obama’s website2.

This paper has five more sections besides this introduction. The second section
approaches the theoretical background on behavioral and learning theories that grounds
this work as a scientific endeavour. The third section presents Entity-Centric Ranking
as a path to improve search results. The forth section concerns the Knowledge Graph’s
usage for semantics purposes. The fifth section compares both approaches and shows the
results. Finally, the sixth section concludes the paper with some final remarks.

2. Theoretical Background
The Anomalous State of Knowledge (ASK), when applied in a Searching as Learning
context, can be stated as: people has difficulties to find out relevant information online for
learning purposes because they cannot accurately specify their information need. ASK is

2https://barackobama.com/



part of the Theories of Information Behavior3, a series of conceptual frameworks used to
understand how people search, manage, share, and use information in different contexts.

Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development (ZPD), often defined as the difference
between what a learner can do with and without help, also provides theoretical back-
ground to this work. The ZPD notion were used by Vygotsky in three different contexts
[Kozulin et al. 2003], thus it is necessary to explain which was considered. The first is
the developmental context, in which ZPD is commonly used for explaining the learner’s
emerging psychological functions. The second regards an applied context, in which the
difference between the learner’s individual and aided performances are explained and
assessed (much like the definition used at this paragraph’s opening). The third is the
metaphoric space context, where the everyday concepts used by the learner meet the for-
malized concepts provided by teachers, mentors or other forms of learning mediators.

Since this work deals with forms to represent concepts and relationships to ma-
chines in order to use them as tools to support people’s learning processes, our approach
tends to blend Vygotsky’s second and third ZPD contexts. Considering the ASK situation
as an additional component in this curious amalgam, Web search engines provide access
to flows concerning both technical formalized and middle-of-the-road contents. Supply
them with capabilities to discern useful learning materials is a necessary step of acting
as an intermediary. When used as a tool to support learning, Web search engines would
need to recognize the learning intent from user’s behavior. Indexing Web data in general
by the semantic relationships between the concepts presented in the information retrieved
seems a reasonable approach to do so.

3. Entity-Centric Ranking to Improve Search Results

Knowledge Base, KB, is the term used to define technologies that stores complex struc-
tured, semi-structured and unstructured information used by computer systems. KB
serves to represent world facts and is the basis for applying logical rules to deduce new
facts and indicate inconsistencies [Hayes-Roth et al. 1983]. A system that processes nat-
ural language needs large amounts of represented knowledge to achieve high-level perfor-
mance [Gesmundo and Hall 2014]. KB fits well in this task because it integrates a large
number of entities and allow us to build relationships between these entities. The devel-
opment of several KBs, including academic projects such as YAGO, NELL, DBpedia and
Elementary/Deep-Dive, and private initiatives like those from Microsoft, Google, Face-
book and Walmart [Dong et al. 2014], provided the necessary opportunity for semantics.
They supply repositories of knowledge capable of storing world facts, including informa-
tion about people, places, and things [Hayes-Roth et al. 1983].

Entity-centric data management is an area that has received increasing attention as
a research field and encompasses a number of disciplines such as Databases, Information
Retrieval, and the Semantic Web. Entity ranking has played a key role in information
retrieval and used for such tasks as expert finding, where the goal is to find people who
have expert knowledge about a particular topic. In recent years, works have looked at
how to search for multiple entity types [Tonon et al. 2016]. Standard information re-
trieval methods based on inverted indices are associated to structured search based on

3Also known as TIB.



graphs to connect entities and improve search effectiveness [Tonon et al. 2016]. In Nat-
ural Language Processing, entity ranking is used to build up clusters of mentions relying
on partially formed clusters produced to make decisions regarding relationships. Then
these clusters of mentions are merged if the ranking model predicts they are representing
the same entity. In this way, the approach can successfully reject linking [Hillary Clin-
ton] with [Clinton, he] because of the low score between the pair [Hillary Clinton, he], as
mentioned in [Clark and Manning 2015].

Another approach applied to Web search engines ranks entity-centric collections
in order of relevance to a query, and then identify a set of collections that are likely to
contain most relevant entities. It came to be known as Entity-Centric Collection Rank-
ing (EC), in which the central broker, according to their probability of relevance, ranks
entities. The top relevant entities contribute to the collection’s query-likelihood score
[Balog et al. 2012]. Entity-centric ranking is also associated to knowledge bases modeled
as graphs to use their representations of entities, along with their related types, to rank the
types assigned to entities from the hierarchy created by the graph. In [Tonon et al. 2016],
this method was used to select the right granularity of types from the background type
hierarchy. Usually, search effectiveness is achieved by combining approaches, especially
those combining various ranked lists. The number of entities used for the graph-based
search step influences search effectiveness, as seen in [Bron et al. 2013], in which they
employed a linear combination of the normalized similarity scores of the text for this
purpose.

It was decided to model a specific knowledge base in the form of a graph database.
MediaWiki action API was used to capture Wikipedia’s data from Barack Obama cat-
egory - the string can be viewed at Figure 1 - which was saved on a json file - Figure 2.
Then, the resource Neo4j Sandbox4 was deployed to build the datamodel from the loaded
data.

Figure 1. String to capture the data from Wikipedia API

56 properties was set and the experiment created 3,080 relationships. The first
iteration of the loader, after creating the top-level category, instantiated 25 new categories
– Figure 3.

It was observed an entity-centric mapping and an entity ranking, as the category
structure of Wikipedia by default identify relevant entity types, looking at query expansion
techniques by means of synonyms and other related words, and building on top of the link
structure connecting Wikipedia pages to identify alternative entity labels in the anchor
text of hyperlinks. Note in Figure 4 that variations and misspellings did became different
categories and appeared as nodes in the graph.

4https://neo4j.com/sandbox-v2/



Figure 2. Json file with the captured data

Figure 3. Graph with the instantiated categories

Figure 4. Variations and misspellings became categories

4. Knowledge Graph and its Usage for Semantics

Graph databases use graph structures to represent direct relationships between data items
and to create semantic relationships between them. Its main concept is the use of ver-
tices, nodes and edges to model relations between objects, as described in Graph Theory.



Knowledge Graph uses several KBs and models them in the form of a graph database.
Google popularized this term in 2012 when it appeared in a text posted on the company’s
blog5. Since then, Knowledge Graphs have been the focus of studies that use graph KB.
Applied to search engines, they are used to model knowledge domains aided by data inter-
linking, subject-topic experts, and Machine Learning algorithms, in particular Learning
to Rank algorithms6. When Knowledge Graphs are used in Natural Language Processing,
they can represent words and phrases and are associated to Machine Learning techniques,
such as Skip-gram, to create models that act as semantic algorithms [Mikolov et al. 2013].
The box seen in Google’s first page when someone searches for a celebrity, such as the
44th U.S. President, is an example from its implementation.

What connects all these initiatives is the search for semantic integration, made
possible by the incorporation of different datasets, commonly known as linked data, and
their merging into products and applications based on Artificial Intelligence. The drive
behind this specific work is the understanding that the use of Knowledge Graph can im-
prove informational searches7 results. By working with entities and their relationships,
Knowledge Graph structures its information in triples made of subject–predicate–object
statements, allowing the query parser to ”understand” what is being asked. Syntactic
Parsing [Gesmundo and Hall 2014], Knowledge Vault development [Dong et al. 2014],
and keyword search improvement [Shan et al. 2017] are examples of its use to provide
semantic capability that also could be used to improve search results. Although beyond
the scope of the current study, it is our understanding that Knowledge Graphs association
to the concept of Search as Learning can significantly boost the use of the Internet, and
all the knowledge within, as a huge knowledge flow for learning purposes.

In a Knowledge Graph, entities are nodes, categories are labels associated with
each node, and relationships are directed edges between the nodes. One of the meth-
ods used to create Knowledge Graph is entity extraction, often done with the help
of an information extraction system, such as Never-Ending Language Learner (NELL)
[Carlson et al. 2010]. One of the problems derived by this approach is that many tex-
tual references which initially seem different actually refer to the same entity, variations
and misspellings become different nodes in a graph. Consequently, leading to a need
for semantic integration, such as entity resolution, to determine co-referent entities in the
Knowledge Graph and to produce a consistent set of labels and relations for each resolved
node [Pujara et al. 2013].

The chosen Knowledge Graph was KBpedia’s, which itself combines six public
knowledge bases –Wikipedia, Wikidata, GeoNames, OpenCyc, DBpedia and UMBEL –
and their concepts, entity types, attributes and relations, as stated in their website8. An
online access to the Knowledge Graph is available, which can be used via an application.
The application extracts and analyzes metadata from the webpage and tags concepts and

5Singhal, Amit (May 16, 2012). ”Introducing the Knowledge Graph: Things, Not Strings”. Official
Blog of Google. Retrieved November 18, 2017 at http://googleblog.blogspot.com.br/2012/05/introducing-
knowledge-graph-things-not.html.

6Also known as LTR.
7Information-oriented searches are one of the three distinct search categories (transactional, naviga-

tional, and informational), and corresponds to the type of search in which the user is looking for certain
information. Exploratory searches are one of the informational search sub-types.

8http://kbpedia.com



entities based on its combined knowledge bases. Then scores the metadata topics and
compares the related topics to provide semantic relationships. As next step, it builds the
network and hierarchical layouts – as seen in Figure 5 – as well as the graph. It also allows
to download the result as structured data, such as a json file.

Figure 5. Network layout from KBpedia application

It was observed that the graph structure performed an entity embedding to convey
semantics to related entities and entity linking for disambiguation purposes. Again, 56
properties were set, but 9,376 relationships were created – about three times as much as
the entity-centric knowledge base.

5. Comparison between Entity-Centric KB and Knowledge Graph
Users with few, or no familiarity at all, with a specific domain face an overwhelm-
ing number of challenges. From defining useful terms to formulating queries to ex-
plore the options of paths presented by the retrieved data, learning through search is
not an effortless task. Proposing ways to aid users expand their domain knowledge
while performing searches with learning intent should be a desired result from studies
exploring Searching as Learning situations. Exploration paths, data visualization inter-
faces and semantic-based Information Systems (especially browsers and search engines)
[Al-Tawil et al. 2019] are some examples of using linked data to aid minimize the users’
burden.

The way linked data is used to promote domain understanding and knowledge
expansion is pivotal to a successful approach on the ASK problem. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to determine the proper criterion to perform the comparison. Suitability for cap-
turing data from heterogeneous sources and grasp their relationships is the principle by
which we judged our choice. Data enriched with contextual information is demonstrated
by the number of properties and relationships created (a property called item context)
[Krötzsch 2017]. Given the number of properties and relationships involved, 56/3,080



(Knowledge Base) and 56/9,376 (Knowledge Graph), and based only on these quantity
criteria, Knowledge Graphs represent semantic relationships between concepts better than
entity-centric knowledge bases.

Knowledge Graphs’ capability to connect several KBs in a meaningful way adds to
the perception of their suitability to better represent semantic relationships between con-
cepts for this particular context (SaL situations). The fact that Knowledge Graphs explicit
meaning through contextual information and relationships between units is strategical, in
our view, to help users gain context within the existing data and information provided by
the search engine.

6. Concluding Remarks

Searching as Learning research agenda broads the perspective of Web search engines
by considering them as possible learning tools. Providing semantics capability could
allow a SaL Web searching engine to recognize learning intent and, in a further step,
being able to assess if learning occurred from a search. Content type (documents not
related to education) and content depth (superficiality or incompleteness) play a pivotal
role to organize useful search results to users. The way Knowledge Graphs bring together
structured, semi-structured and unstructured information can be used to drive the user
experience across his/her learning process by understanding and indexing the content
accordingly to the learning necessity. Knowledge Graphs may be the right tool to provide
semantic understanding and be helpful to the quest of provide metrics to assess whether
the user learned from the retrieved information as well as minimize users’ Anomalous
State of Knowledge.

A question worth asking is where do we go from here? Some future work paths
envisioned by our study give special importance to tailor users’ exploration. Using the
connections between entities for personalised recommendations; estimating the similarity
between users by mapping their search behavior on suchlike domains; and generating
exploration paths are all ways to tailoring learning-intent search experience with graph-
based approaches.

Limitations to this work include a lack of quality criteria to support the decision
made based on the quantity criteria and the choice of not iterate further after creating
the top-level category of the entity-centric knowledge-base, subsequently avoiding in-
stantiating its subcategories and producing a next level of node. It could have produced
more relationships, although not sufficient to topple the Knowledge Graph position, in our
opinion. Also the lack of a dispersion analysis of the entity-centric knowledge-base and
the Knowledge Graph’s relationships provides a limitation. Relationships more disperse
(meaning apart from each other) could indicate weaker links between concepts.
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